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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
ttThe chief glory of man is

n~~..,memory

or imagination

or even capacity to formulate theories but the power to understand what is presented to him from without." (48:75)

'.

Modern educators everywhere deplore the factual and
shallow character of modern education and the almost total
neglect of the cultivation of the understanding.

Comprehen-

sion of religious subjects has not fared much better than
comprehension in other branches.
Rival philosophies of life and erroneous ideas on the
nature and destiny of man so current among educators today
are at the root of this trouble which is apparent throughout
modern civilization.

.....

Catholic.education alone has the remedy

for this almost universal evil in training the understanding
in the light of revealed truth.
Reverend John Cooper gives another no less potent reason for this lack of interest and understanding:
• • • post-Reformation controversy • • • catechesis
was largely shorn of its elements of appeal and persuasion and rendered predominantly informational. • •• In
apostolic days the appeal centered around the magnetic
personality of the Savior. (23:iii)
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~

The foregoing does not mimimize the importance of doctrine and the need for clear, precise explanations.
The writer has attempted to construct a blueprint for
a test in religion that will follow along the lines of those
~.

tests in other subjects as well as in religion which most adequately test comprehension or understanding.
this it was necessary to find in the

~rks

In order to do

of authorities the

things they consider to be essential to understanding.
Understanding, according to Webster, is the power to
render experience intelligible by bringing perceived particulars under appropriate concepts.

McKee says comprehension

is merely the understanding or interpretation of the meaning
of what is read. (83:94)
Reading is a form of thinking and as such it involves
all the steps that go to make up good thinking.

There are,

however, as many types of reading as there are purposes for
reading.

McKee gives the following purposes:

1.

to secure specific information

2.

to understand a situation

3.

~to

form an opinion

4.

to verify facts and opinions

5.

to obtain and act upon direction

6.

to form a basis for judgments

7.

to evaluate material

8.

to judge the appropriateness of material

~
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9.

to increase general

in~ormation

10. to obtain recreation (83:48-54)
While all the

~oregoing

types are not employed in re-

...

ligious material, many of them are uaed.
,.

With the exception

of the last purpose all are considered to be of the work type
o~

reading.

McKee gives Dr. Horn's classification

o~

the

abilities required ~or this form of ~.ading:
1.

2.

Those knowledges, skills, habits, and attitudes
bound up in the ability to cOmprehend material
read quickly and accurateIy in the rIght o~ the
. problem in mind.'
Those knowledges, skills, habits,and attitudes
bound up in the ability to locate i~ormation
quickly and accurately in-the light of the problem in mind.
Those knowledges, skills, habits, and attitudes
bound up in the ability to select and evaluate
material reaa-ijuickly ana-accuratery-in the light
of the problem in mind. '
Those knowledges, skills, habits, and attitudes
bound up in the ability to organize material
read quickly-aDd accurate!y in the light o~ the
problem in mind.'
Those knowledges, skills, habits and attitudes
bound up in the abilit~ to decide quickly.and
accurately wEal part 0 the material should be
remembered and how toremember ll. (83:72) <

3.

4.

5.

Mother Agnes Garvey, quoting from Hilliard's Probable
Types

o~ D~~ficulty

Tests, gives the

Underlying Low Scores

~ollowing

~

Comprehension

twelve possible factors

comprehension:
1.

Low general intelligence

2.

Insu~ficient

3.

Faulty reading rate

vocabulary

a~~ect1ng

~

4
4.

Inability to reproduce material read

5.

Lip-movements and articulation

6.

Lack

7.

Poor environment

8.

Too little reading practice

9.

Poor school attendance

o~

organization ability

10. Small recognition span

'.

11. Lack of motivation
12. Inability to reason (47:35)
From the above lists

o~

purposes, abilities, and dif-

ficulties it is plain to be seen that the work type of reading is a complex one.

It is this type, of course, that is

used in religious material.

The involved vocabulary, the deep

truths, often impenetrable to human

reaso~;

and the implied

attitudes make reading in religion one of the most
types.

difficult~

The processes regarded as essential to good reading

by authorities in the fields of religion and psychology have
been applied by the writer to religious material.
Tests that purported to test comprehension and the
meager supply of religion tests have been reviewed by the
~

writer.

There is only one religion test that has been stand-

ardized for the higher grades.

This is the Religion Essen-

tials Test by the Reverend Austin G. Schmidt, S.J.

This test

is designed to measure the extent of a pupills fund of vital

5

information.

It is not designed specifically to test com-

prehension; the author says he does not know to what degree
it actually does test comprehension.
Some tests compiled for use in non-Catholic religion
.~

classes have been reviewed.

An account of these tests will

be given in Chapter IV.
The dearth of comprehension t~~ts in religion shows
the need for more work in this area.

The BlUeprint in Chap-

ter V has been designed to help meet this need.

Future re-

search will probably provide material for tests that will
more adequately test comprehension.

CHAPTER II
CO:MPREHEN SION IN READING IN GENERAL

Every generation seems to

.

ha~"b.

tendency to look upon

itself as living in an age of enlightenment superior to anything found in earlier ages.

.

Were one to take too seriously

the claims of certain educational reformers of our own day,
he would be forced to admit that schools in the past did nothing more than demand memoriter learning of the lowest type,
and that there was little, if any, insistence on comprehension and comprehensive thinking before the advent of progressive education in the twentieth century.

The schools of the

past may not have known too much about the psychological
components of comprehension, but the fact that they did strive
to develop power to understand is evident both from their
own professed philosophy and from the achievements of their
graduates.
The principles concerning comprehension which we find
in modern writers are not a new discovery.

They have been

expressed in substance many times in the past and can be ?een,
for example, in the works of Aquinas.

Seven centuries ago

Saint Thomas published a treatise entitled De Magistro, in
which he dealt with all the aspects of learning.
6
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THOMAS AQUINAS ON

COA~REHENSION

Educability, says Aquinas, is a great gift of God to
man alone. (81:90)

The angels have no need of education,

and brute creation is incapable of

.

it:

Man alone has insigh~

the power to see and to solve problems, an intuition of relation, and the ability to know truth; ,:nd in addition to these
powers a need, not felt by the angels, to make these innate
powers operative by a slow process of exercise.

For this

reason man alone is educable.
If the pupil is to be educated, says Aquinas, four
things are required: he must be desirous of truth,

self-activ~

reflective, and free.
Self-activity is the basis of all learning.

Teachers,

in the mind of st. Thomas, are to guide the pupil to the
source of knowledge and to protect him from errors in judgment.

He demanded two characteristics in those who would be

teachers, scholarship and the capaCity to induce or stimulate
the process of self-activity. (81:22)
st~

Thomas recognizes the necessity pf a background

of experience, which may be acquired in one of two ways

OT

a combination of the two; namely, by discovery and instruction.

st. Thomas considers discovery more perfect than in-

struction for the training of the mind, but for acquiring
knowledge instruction is more perfect.

by

8

"All learning comes from pre-existing knowledge," says
Aquinas, quoting Aristotle.
symbols.

Knowledge cannot be infused by

It is the reasoning and the self-activity of the

learner that is the cause of the understanding.
•

"7

Experience

is the basis for the use of symbols, for it is this experience that gives rise to problems, promotes interest, and
creates a desire to solve problems.
• • • if the symbols of some things are proposed to
someone by a man, either he to whom they are proposed
knows those things of which they are the symbols, or he
does not. If he knows them, he is not taught concerning
them; but if he does not know them, then because the
things are unknown, the meanings of the symbols cannot
be known, for he who does not know this thing which is
a rock, cannot know what this name "rock" signifies.
When the signification of the symbols is unknown, we
cannot learn anything from them. (81:42-43)
To those who possess sufficient experience, the symboIs propose principles which lead to the knowledge of conclusions.

It is the process of reasoning from prinCiples to

conclusions that causes knowledge.
Reflection is the most important factor in the proces:s
of self-activity.

The method used by st. Thomas to stimulate

this proceps was the logical one.
he was dealing with adults.

It must be remembered that

Aquinas thought of the elemen-

tary school as a place for the provision of materials and
the attaining of skills in the use of tools.

Here he advo-

cated the psychological approach, for this approach gives
the pupil an opportunity to form concepts, or to clarify those

9

already formed.

Using these concepts as organizing princi-

ples man makes orderly associations, and from these he interprets.
This teaching is not merely stimulating the pupils
to recite or review the contents of'their memories.
It is soliciting of them to reflect, to judge, to integrate their knowledge, to form their minds. (81:152)
.~

JOHN DEWEY ON COMPREftENSION
Six centuries have added little, if anything, to the
general principles enunciated by st. Thomas Aquinas, who insisted that the pupil must have complete and clear concepts,
that by a process of self-activity he must form judgments,
and that he must integrate his knowledge.

The progressives

of today demand no more.
The leader of these progressives is, of course, John
Dewey.

The following is a very brief summary of the princi-

ples for which he stands. (29:10-140)
Thought enriches meaning.

To those who are accustom-

ed to think, things are more than signs; they have also a
definite

s~gnificance.

confusion, perplexity.

Thinking is stimulated by doubt,
Unless there is some relevant

ex~-

rience in the mind of the person in doubt, he cannot make a
logical plan for the solution of the disturbance.

Doubts

are caused by our neglect of reflective thinking.

As a sub-

stitute we take the reasoning of others, follow our humors

~
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c~

jump at conclusions.
We must not only know how to think, but we must also

h4ve the desire and the will to do it.
a:ttitudes to develop this desire.
.

Dewey suggests three

(~O.:205)

These are:

open-

..~

mtndedness, whole-heartedness, and responsibility.· Using
t~ese

three suggestions would lead to the learner's being

I'~ady

to see new ideas, make new cont'atcts, and see the other

Side of the problem.

He must give his whole attention to

those pOints 6f interest which have value.

He must feel re-

sponsible for considering the consequences of his acts before
doing them.

There must be a harmony between his beliefs and

his conduct.
Dewey considers curiosity one of the basic factors in
extending experience.

He gives three

lev~ls

of curiosity:

The physical level which is simply the
method.

trial-and-error~

It can hardly be called intellectual activity.
The social level of curiosity is stimulated by a de-

sire to become more acquainted with the mysterious world.
At this 'stage the child seeks to obtain his information by
asking

que~tions.

He does not want a scientific reason in
r

answer to his "why" but simply a clearer fact.

His curios-

ity at this level is usually satisfied by the answer received.
The intellectual level of curiosity shows itself in
a desire to solve problems arising from close observation of

-

11
things.

Answers given to his questions are not always satis-

factory.

He is on the alert to use whatever will help him

to answer questions or solve his problem.
level becomes a real intellectual
/

....,.

f9P~e.

CUriosity at this
(29:31-33)

Suggestion is another aid to thinking.

There is a

gre.t variety of ways in which individuals use this help.
Some need many suggestions to produce'~hought; others need
few.
ed.

The subject of thought, too, influences the amount needSlowness in producing and in following suggestions does

not necessarily mean dullness.
Thoughts themselves may range in depth.

Some go to

the root of things; others are satisfied with externals.

If

perception is acute, the difference in sign or situation may
be readily seen and decisions made after little thought.
Time must be given to allow pupils to reflect before answer-

~

ing questions if we wish to exercise them in reflective thinking.

Dewey remarks in regard to slow thinking that it is in-

teresting to see that some of those counted dull in their
school days do great things in adult life.

They dwelt on

deeper plartes and did not show their knowledge to advantage.
(29:38)
When the factors of facility, fertility, and depth are
balanced we have continuity of thought.

Concentration is

intense activity, a constant changing and blending of ideas

,
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tending toward a conclusion.
Good intellectual habits are the result of training.
The task of selecting ends and planning acts that require
thinking and judging should be given ,to the young.

The child,

left to himself, will accept as too difficult the ordering
of his thoughts.
Here again, as was the case

wi~

st. Thomas Aquinas,

we have a blending of two things: the statements of broad outcomes to be sought, and suggestions as to methods of attaining
them.

We do not find, however, what the worker concerned with

testing comprehension needs above all alse: a precise and detailed statement of every step that enters into comprehension
from the lowest level to the highest.

The same limitation is

found in general among all those who plead with the schools
to devote themselves to the development of comprehension.
Their descriptions of comprehension are like the descriptions
of the perfectly effieient athlete.

The pictures which they

paint show the end result without giving in detail the steps
by which one arrives at it.

MORTIMER ADLER ON

C01~REHENSION

Among those most widely known for their efforts to
persuade schools and teachers to aim for greater comprehension is Mortimer Adler.

Like Aquinas and Dewey, he too pro-

~-.----------------------------------------------13--.
~

poses general principles which are undoubtedly sound but
which leave details unclari£ied.
"Reading that is reading," says Adler, "entails most
intense activity." (2:111)

Adler divides all true reading
.~

into two types: reading £or in£ormation and reading £or understanding.
Reading is reading only when
knowledge.

w. are intent on gaining

This knowledge may be considered to mean simply

getting in£ormation, knowing that a thing is a £act.

It may

also mean the higher type o£ understanding the signi£icance
o£ the £acts obtained £ram reading.

In this type we get not

only the £act, but why it is the case, what are the other
facts concerned with it, in what respects it is the same or
di££erent £rom those connected with it.
Reading £or understanding re£ers to the process o£

~

interpreting and evaluating what we take £rom the words read.
These di££erent types of reading require di££erent types o£
abilities.

Reading £or understanding requires greater in-

tellectual ability and more skill than reading £or in£ormationa

Wheb the writer is superior to the reader, adjustments

must be made by the reader to overcome the obstacle i£ he is
to understand the £nIl import of the writer's message.
Instruction and discovery are the two sources o£ learning.

Both o£ these are active £orms, for both require think-

14
ing.

~

The materials used are different -- in instruction,

discourse is used; in discovery, research is employed.
Great emphasis is given to the senses and imagination
in research, not enough is made of tnese faculties in the
.~

process of being taught.

Instruction requires the same skill

as discovery; namely, keenness of observation, and reason
trained to analyze and to reflect,

bu~

these skills are used

differently.
The method of discovery is sometimes "the long way round."
Much time and labor are expended on discovering by research
what could more profitably be sought through intellectual
reading.

The critical faculties are not• exercised in study-

ing nature, for it offers only what we are prepared to take.
It does not challenge our findings.

When we read the great

books we are forced to battle with great thoughts; some of
these are old and familiar ones, others are new and challenging.

These books are not easily read, for they demand great

mental effort.

Those who make the effort have the great

authors for instructors and are abundantly rewarded.

To read

these bookt to advantage we need more than the power to read;
we must be trained in the art of reading.

~

One who has the art

of reading can educate himself.
Adler gives the following as reasons for the failure
to read for understanding:

15
1.

.'

The importance and extent of the task is underestimated.

2.

The reading arts are almost lost. (2:85)

The great books tax the mind •. Those of a later period
.Q

are so written as not to require any liberal art on the part
of the student.

Pupils should be trained in the art of read-

ing, and after they have been trained.they should be given
matter on which to exercise the art.
Books of this sort call for three readings.

The first

reading is done to grasp the thought as a whole, to become
familiar with the structure, language
thor.

~nd

thought of the au-

The purpose of the second reading is to interpret,

synthesize, define the problem of the author, and decide to
what degree it has been solved.
ical reading.

The third reading is a crit-

In this reading the reader judges the author,

and decides if all parts of his book are in agreement.

~

To do

this effectively, other works by the same author and works of
other authors on the same subject should be read, and the
ideas expressed should be compared and evaluated.

Understand-

ing what the author has written always precedes criticizing
and judging him.

Hence Adler suggests the first and second

reading for understanding and the third for criticism and
judgment.
The arts that Adler suggests should be taught are the

,
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.'

practices of reading, writing, speaking, listen-

fund~ental

ing, measuring and observing.
Arts are habits.

"Hence they are not possessed at all

~y students who can verbally recite their rules.
The
~les are important only as re~l~ting the performance of
~cts, which acts, in turn, oftefi ~epeated, then form the

babits, which are the arts as vital transformations of the
~oults operative powers. (3:333)
A broad vocabulary to which

me,~nings

are attached is

of utmost importance if the pupil is to read well.

Word study

has been stressed by many notable educators during recent
years.

The study of semantics rewards its students with two

language habits:
1.

awareness of context

2.

practice in multiple meaning

OTHER CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE THEORY OF COMPREHENSION
In a work entitled The Meaning of Meaning Ogden and
Richards have the following to say about the factors involved
in the interpretation of signs: Association between the sign
and the referent is brought about by the mental processes of
the learner.
4

The three factors, therefore, involved in inter-

pretation of signs are mental processes, symbols and
In all thinking signs are used.

ref~ents.

Our psychological

reaction to them is our interpretation of them.

This inter-

pretation is determined by our past experience in similar

17

circumstances.

.'

Signs are not pictures ot the object, tor I

do not know the thing because I know the sign, and vice versa,
I may know the thing and not the sign.
ize, record, and communicate
ing in themselves.

though~sl

.Q

Signs direct, organbut they have no mean-

To one who does not bring a meaning to

them they give no message.

Symbols are not related to their

referents in any way other than this,4that they have been
chosen to represent the object.
Signs have many degrees of complexity.
are those that refer to one or more objects.

Simple signs
The more com-

plex symbols refer to relationships, to degrees of those
relationships, and to abstract and general ideas.

These lat-

ter are difficult to define because their connotations are
not the same for all.
Meaning is sometimes confused with sensory images

and~

with affective states that follow in the wake of reading.
These images and states may be a reaction to isolated words
and should not be mistaken for understanding.

When connota-

tions are strong and emotions aroused, we are likely to be
ruled by teeling rather than by the dictates of reason.
Unless insight into relations and consequences enters
into the facts and information obtained from reading, it cannot be said that the material read is really understood.
In order to bring our immaterial thoughts to another

18

they must be materialized.
convey ideas.

The word is the material used to

Strictly speaking, an idea cannot be conveyed

from one person to another, for the words used to express the
idea may not have the same meaning to. another, or the thought
. . .?

expressed may be only words to him unless he converts them
into an idea by his own mental powers.
To determine the influence of +ocabulary as a factor
in reading with ease and comprehension, Hilliard correlated
the results of four comprehension tests with vocabulary tests
and secured the coefficient of correlation varying from .3
to .82.

The only factor which had a higher correlation was

intelligence. (56:13-33)
Never before has the child had such a need for an
adequate vocabulary.

The enrichment of the curriculum calls

for an increase in the amount of reading and for an

extensio~

of the child's activities.
In an introduction to a pamphlet giving a ground plan
for Catholic reading, Frank Sheed makes some very fine distinctions with regard to reading and education.
II

He says:

The trouble about reading is that it is the name for
two totally different activities. Reading -- seriou&'
reading -- the great means of contact with the world
about us and our fathers before us, is an educational
acti vi ty in the fullest sense. Education c,annot proceed
without it; a defective education can be rectified by it;
what a man reads is a surer measure of his education than
any number of degrees. But there is a game of the same
name, played with similar implements -- the pastime call-

,
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ed reading. Its genesis is easy to trace. Men hate having anything to do. But men also hate having nothing to
do. The human race therefore has always been fertile in
the invention of things to do which are equivalent to
nothing -- things which will pass the time. Nothing happens in the mind -- simply the time passes. The trouble
is that anyone can read to pass .the time, but one has to
learn how to read in the proper sense. (110:142)
In learning to read there is a discipline which involves self-conquest.

The whole of edfcation is bound up in

this question of reading.
thoughts of men.

The good books contain the great

If the student has learned to read, he can

use these thoughts to plan a successful life.

SUccessful

living means a right relation between man and all things in
the world.

The mind of the educated man will give him the

knowledge of those relations.
know what is -- to know being.

The object of the mind is to
Being enters the mind through

a fact, an event, or another's thought.

Since no mental

activitYI but merely mechanical action, is required, this
process cannot be called education.
that happens in the mind. n (108:5)

f~ducation

is something

If the mind is really

active it takes the information, thinks about it, extracts
its

meaning~

and enriches itself.

Even if part or all of

the fact are forgotten, the mind has gained by receiving ..'
this food for thought.

"A mind's feeding on being is educa-

tion." (108:6)
The test of maturity in a mind is this: how much of
what a man knows goes into his jUdgments.

If he takes into

r
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account the relation of the temporal to the eternal, his
relationship to other members of the Mystical Body, then he
may be said to have an educated mind.
The author of the present

t~e~is

has no intention of

criticizing the foregoing authors on the ground that their
discussions are inadequate.

What they have to say is un-

doubtedly significant, undoubtedly telpful to the classroom
teacher.

But it is not equally helpful and significant to

one whose task it is to

de~elop

a test of comprehension.

It

is entirely correct to say that words are symbols, that they
contain meanings, and that some symbols are rar more complex
than others.

The maker of a test of comprehension needs to

know precisely how the most complex of symbols differs from
the simplest, for until he knows this, he cannot develop a
«!!i'

test containing items measuring ability to comprehend at each
of these levels or in each of these different areas.
Present-day examinations, for the most part, test
facts.

The best of them tests not only memory of facts but

attempt also to test the comprehension of these facts.

The

.'
but as yet no examination

ideal test would do still more -- it would test what has
happened in the depth of the mind;
has been devised to do this.

Considerable impetus was given to the effort to measure comprehension by the work of those interested in the

21
physical and social sciences.

.'

In these fields there has

been of recent years a growing conviction that facts learned by heart are quickly forgotten and that the chief out-

...

comes to be sought are attitudes an4 .~he
ability to think
,
scientifically. SUggestions as to how to teach with these
objectives in view and tests designed to measure the achievement of the recommended objectives ar'~ to be found in the
works of numerous authors, among them Tests and Measurements

--

in the Social Sciences by Kelley and Krey, (67) ttTeaching

critical Thinking in the Social SCiences," (Thirteenth Year-

book of the National Council for
--

the Social Studies), (120)

--

Measurement of Understandins in Science in the ?orty-Fifth

Yearbook of the National Society for
(42)

and Methods of Instruction .in

th~
!h~

Study of Educatioa,

Social Sciences by

Ernest Horn. (57)
In the course of time it began to be realized that,
whatever comprehension in its broader aspects might be, the
first thing to be tested was an understanding of the meaning of words.

Cronbach was almost a pioneer in the effort

to analyze all that is involved in a true and complete comprehension of words.

.'

ttKnowledge,tt he says, "may be taken

to imply ability to understand the word in recall or recognition. It (25: 206)

Words must be linked in the mind of the

student with the experience to which the term refers.

It
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is important to know not only what words the students understand, but also to find out what words are a cause of difficulty to them.
ed for in

Various sorts of behavior that may be call-

unde~standing

of words

....,

~y..be

summarized in terms

of these questions:
1. Can the pupil define the word? This is often
taken for mastery. This step is. called generalization.
2. Can he recognize that an ~lustration of the word
as commonly employed is properly named by that word?
Can he select in ordinary situations those to which the
word is appropriate? Refer to this step as ar¥lication.
3. Can he recall different meanings in di .erent
contexts? Can he distinguish which of these meanings
is appropriate in a given context? This aspect we shall
call breadth of meani~
4. Can lie-apply the term correctly to all possible
situations -- even unfamiliar ones -- where its standard
meaning would apply, and recognize its unacceptability
to situations where it does not apply? This aspect -arecision of meaning -- is perhaps the most crucial for
iagnost1c~esting.

5. Does the student, having the ability to use the
term, actually make use of the concept in his thinking
and discou~se? This aspect is called availability. (25:"'"
207)

When test makers, not many years ago, began to attempt
to measure comprehension in reading, their efforts consisted
exclusively,

o~

almost exclusively, in deviSing tests which

would show. whether or not a pupil recognized a statement as
having been contained in what he read.

The Burgess Silent

Reading Test, for example, contained a number of short paragraphs followed by questions by answering which the pupil
would show whether he knew that the paragraph had said a
certain thing.

It is evident that a very Simple type of
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comprehension is involved in this process.

.'

The child may

recognize a statement as having been made without possessing
any comprehension of its meaning.
Margaret Conant, to whom reference has already been
.. .,'Y

made, reviewed all the existent literature on the subject
when, a few years ago, she developed a test for measuring
comprehension of social-studies

mate~al.

It would seem

that her principles are equally applicable elsewhere -certainly applicable in the field of religion.

She reduces

comprehension to five elements:
1.
2.

Compre~ension of the main points.
Comprehension of the specific facts which support
the main points.
Comprehension of the cause-and-effect relationships.
Comprehension of the meaning of words in context.
Ability to draw inferences from what is read. (21:
51-53)

3.
4.
5.

To the work of Margaret Conant we will add
Fifth Yearbook £!

~

!£!

...

For~-

National Society for the Study of Ed-

ucation, entitled The Measurement of Understanding_ (42)
After admitting that an exact definition of understanding is not easily found or formulated, two of the auIII

thors of The Forty-fifth Yearbook, Brownell and Sims, prpceed to build a chapter entitled ttNature of Understanding.ft
(42:27) The following are the principles and some main pOints
of the discussion:
HAs a start, we may say that a pupil understands
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when he is able to act, reel, or think intelligently with
respect to a situation." (42:28)

These situations are sets

or circumstances or intellectual, social, emotional nature
which call ror an adjustment.

To

re~ct

••

intelligently to

these situations we must have a knowledge or the relations
involved.

Very many or our ordinary reactions to the com-

monplace occurrences can be said to b$. intelligent because
they are the result or logical reasoning.

The situation

gives the problem which is needed to stimulate the action.
Previous

e~perience

is necessary ir the pupil is to recog-

nize the crucial aspect or the problem and plan a course or
action intelligently.

Under ravorable conditions -- that is,

ir nothing unroreseen happens to interrere with the plan -the student may work out his problems intelligently.
Rather than being all-or-none arrairs, understandings
vary in degree or deriniteness and completeness." (42:31)
OUr understandings are more or less vague about less ramiliar subjects, while they are rich about those things that
are close to us.
The aim

All learning produces some understanding.

or~education

is to make sure that the pupil has the
r

kind and degree or understanding that is necessary ror his
well-being.
"The completeness or understanding to be sought
varies rrom situation to situation and varies in any learning

~
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situation with a number of factors.
tbat can be

sa~d

It

.'

There are few items

to be understood completely.

Rather than

aim for many meanings, it is better to stress those which

ar e most usefu1 and those which cannqt be learned outside
.. ·7

of scbool.

Emphasis on these may be limited by native

intelligence and other factors.
HTypica1ly, the pupil must

de~lop

worth-while under-

standings -- of the world in which we live as well as of the
symbols associated with this world." (42: 34)

The child

needs not only the understanding of the things of the world,
but also of the people, their relations to one another and
to him.

Words~

numbers, rules are symbolic representations

that are necessary in life.

"Meaningful verbalizations

facilitate the acquisition of understandipg, aids in their
retention, and thus makes them valuable for future use. It

...

(42:35)

ttMost understandings should be verbalized, but verba~izations

may be relatively devoid of meaning."

To avoid

verbalization that is devoid of meaning, this step should
be introduced

~ate

in the learning process_

Signs should

be associated with their referents during the learning

.'

process.
ttunderstandings [evelop as the pupil engages in a
variety of experiences rather than through doing the same

t;. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _--'

,

thing over and over again.
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Practice makes ror improvement

does not always hold good when the development or understanding is in question.

Understandings need various experiences

in which the child can analyze,
compare, generalize

sy~tgesize,

discriminate,

processes basic to the growth or

understanding.
"Successrul understanding comJs in a large part as a
result or the method employed by the teacher. (42:35)

Exper-

iences must not be limited to the nature or things, but when
possible, the things themselves should be presented.

"Habits

or critical analysis, classirication, of seeing relationships, or identirying those or cause-and errect in nature,
or arriving at sound generalizations, • • • are susceptible
to development under wise guidance.

It

(42:,39)

The result or

these processes should be rormulated into derinitions, into

~

conclusions reached by the pupils themselves.
"The kind and degree of the pupil's understanding is
inferred from observing what he says and does with respect
to his needs." (42:41)

When words can be used in places

• dirferent rrom the context in which they were
and in ways

...

learned; when prinCiples learned can be applied where useful;
and when processes mastered can be employed efrectively in
new situations, we may imply that these words, principles,
and processes are understood.

An evidence of a higher
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degree of understanding is given when pupils are able to use
these in increasingly dissimilar and more complex situations.
Tests should involve a series of situations graded in degree
of dlssimi1arity from the original situation, and gra.ded
;. ..?

from simple to complex.
William Gray gives the following broad definition of
reading: The broad view of comprehens!ve reading is that it
involves the recognition of the important elements of meaning in their essentia.1 relations, includes accuracy and
thoroughness in comprehending through recognition of word
meaning and gives the major importance to thought getting.
(49:267)
Reading involves both the recognition of the word
and phrase meaning and the organization of the various elements of meaning into a chain of thought which is

integrated~

There is a great need in both the elementary and secondary
schools for more accuracy and precision of thought.
The following is the definition of reading that Gray
considers the best: It assumes not only recognition of
essential-facts or ideas presented.

It also reflects their

significance, evaluates them critically, distinguishing
relationships between them and clarifying the understanding
of the ideas apprehended.

(49:26~27)

If a definition of reading fails to take in ref1ection, critical evaluation, and clarification of the mind,

,
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it is based on inadequate psychology.
If matter is understood, reading will carryover into
life.

Therefore it is well to add application to the above

definition.

Reading has the

power.~~

modify personalities

through their reactions stimulated by the matter read.

From

reading a person may be inclined to such reactions as fear,
illness, ambition, happiness, critica\ thinking, and appreciation.

Some of the undesirable emotions are caused because

the matter is not thoroughly understood.
We must not look on the reading process as a special
process, for it is the learning process.

Therefore the train-

ing in reading must include training in all the steps involved in learning.
In reading there is much that psychology calls thinking.

Efficient readers do think while reading.

The inter-

pretation of the facts read in the light of related concepts, of principles, and of our own experiences is thinking.
The building of concepts in the minds of pupils is
very necessary.

The difficulty in this is the problem of

determining how well the pupils understand each term.
Reading depends on:
1.

Inherent nature of the material, the difficulty

with which the passage deals.

~
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2.

The

ade~uacy

.'

with which the concepts are present-

ed in the readi_ng matter.
3.

The read-erts intelligence, experience, interest,

command of read-ing habits.
LABORATO~

If, now, we

(49:~6j)

RESEARCH ON COMPREHENSION

turn to laboratory.research on the sub-

ject we find little- more that is of practical help.

Wood-

worth in his ExperLmentalPsychology has given us in two
chapters a thorougha summary of research on comprehension
and thinking. (133: 768-823)
Duncker (35) , Claparede (19:1-155), and Kubo (71:82183) report on expe=riments on trial and error in human thinking.

They

conclud~d

that this trial and error method was not

a random and blind groping process.

It was rather a step-

by-step process fro-m one plausible lead to another in an
effort to arrive

a~

the goal.

Wertheimer ( 129:7?B) and Kohler (10:350) insisted on
the importance of Lnsight.
all-or-non~ affair,

ad. (35)

Duncker says insight is not an

but that it is both gradual and graduat-

It is gra-dual because it usually proceeds by steps

which are themselv6< s insightful.

It is graduated in the

sense that insight does not give the same enlightenment in
all cases.

Insight: in the lower degree occurs when a person

~

.'
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.kn • s a rule that will work in a situation and uses it. In
o
igher degree the person knows why the rule will work.
tbe h
Insight, most experimenters agree, is due to seeing
tbe relationships between parts of
e~erience.

...
~

problem and some past

Perception of relation precedes associations;

from these insights arise.

No insight can safely be accept-

ed as ultimate. (133:779).

...

The theory of image1ess thought was introduced by Binet
(6), and by Marbe (78), Kulpe
University of Wurzburg.

(72:56-68)~

and Ach (1) of the

Later Watt (127:289-436), Messer, (87:

1-224), Buhler (13:1-122), and Woodworth (133:787) gave reports on their experiments on this subject.
Positive testimony as regards the mere existence of
moments of active thought in which no images could be detected has been given by many psychologists.

Among the number

were: Cordes (24:30-77), Taylor (119:225-251), Woodworth
(133:786), Wundt (135:301-360), Grunbaum (52:340-380), Moore
(90t237), Koffka (69), Fox (43:425), Clark (20), and Spear-

man (114:181).
Buhaer questioned the importance of images in the
thinking process, and concluded that thought, not images/'
are essential phenomena in thinking. (13:1-122).
Woodworth regards what is image1ess not thought as
much as recall.

He draws attention to the fact that there
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is nothing mysterious about this theory.

It is simply the

recalling of the meaning of an incident without the experiencing of the sensations, images and motor reactions that
were present in the original

....,

experi~nge.

(133:789)

Marbe (78), Mayer and Orth (80:1-13), and Cordes (24:
30-77) in recording experiments on association and judgment,
mentioned the existence of indescriba~e states which could
not be classed as sensations, images, or feelings.

Examples

of such states are: hesitation, doubt, sureness, etc. Titchener (123:100) called them ftconscious attitudes. ft

Clark (20-:

786) in her experiments on this subject, found that kinesthetic sensations or images could be detected in conscious
attitudes.

Book (7:385) says that ftconscious attitudes ft

seem to represent a stage in a process of development which
begins with a vivid imaginal thought, and slowly and gradu-

~

ally passes downward to a state of automatic or instinctive
control.
Another result of the introspective study of thinking
was the "mental-set" theory.

The deductions made by the

~

experimenters is that an adjustment for the standard stimulus is carried over to the moment when the variable stimulus is received, and the variable seems stronger or weaker
according as it is stronger or weaker than the stimulus for
which the adjustment was made.

When the same task has been

,
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repeated, the conscious awareness disappears and gives place
to a feeling of readiness.

The practice makes the mental set

less conscious and more effective.
Woodworth reports the

follow~~

conclusions drawn by

experimenters: the task set is typically conscious and does
not function automatically; it must be present as a conscious
undercurrent if it is to be effective •• (133:795)
Kuo (72:802) reports from his research that a common
element of form or meaning is not always conspicuous when
attention is directed to individual specimens.
Drever (34:197-203) drew two conclusions from his experiment of finding common characteristics in varied specimens: mere repetition does not make the characteristics stand
out; some insight is needed.

For the most part this insight

gradually shaped the concept of the common characteristics.

~

Hull worked out an experiment in which Chinese characters were paired off with nonsense names.

Each character

used embodied one of twelve selected radicals.

All characters

containing the same radical were given the same name. Charac•
ters were identified by analyzing them to discover the characteristic mark of each class.

Practice gave increasing abil-

ity in recognizing new members of a class. (58:801)
Smoke (113:42-119) asked subjects to discover common
elements and define the class.

He found that all were able

,
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to find elements but most of the subjects could not give an
adequate definition.
Ach (1), Huper (54:315-408), and Hanfmann and Kasanin
(55:521-540) studied problems in clasSification of concepts.
Experiments were reported by English (39:305-350), stevanov-

.

ic (117:806), and Chant (18:285) in which they found two main
lines of attack in forming concepts of novel objects: assimilation of the new object to some familiar object -- a global
attack; and analysis of the new object into parts which are
familiar.

They concluded that the analytical process is more

dependable for forming new concepts.
Deduction and the use of the syllogism has furnished
material for many experiments.

Storring (118:1-127) intro-

duced syllogisms into the laboratory.

The'se experiments

were based on recognition of visual and verbal patterns and
the calculus of relations.
Subjects working on these syllogisms followed two
lines of attack.

Some built up a complete pattern containing

the three terms of a syllogism each in its own place.
this pattern a solution was drawn.

From

This forming of a total

pattern emphasized the teaching of the Gestalt group.

Others

using Spearman's eduction of relations reached a conclusion
by noting the likeness or opposition among the terms.
Burt (15:237), and Wilkins (130) also used the

-
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syllogism for experimental purposes.

Burt regarded the syllo-

gism as the best single indicator of intellectual ability in
older children.

Wilkins (130) presented identical syllogisms

..

.

with letter terms and with word terms' ., in order to see whether
the concrete or the abstract material would be handled more
correctly.

The syllogisms presented in le·tter terms proved

to be more difficult.
Atmospheric effect is caused by one's becoming set to
the total impression of the situation and answering accordingly.

The exact relationship of the terms of a syllogism

are set forth in the premises.

To see this pattern clearly

one must analyze the situation, notice relations, and build
up a pattern.

This pattern should, if clearly formulated,

make the conclusion

evident~

Woodworth and Sells (134:451-461) says the global
impression or atmosphere created by the premises is an important factor in erroneous reasoning.
A negative premise creates a negative atmosphere,

1.

even when the other premise is affirmative.
2.

It

A particular ("some tt ) premise creates a nSOme!1

atmosphere, even when the other premise is univeral. ( 133: 815 )
Sells and Koob (109:514) provided a syllogism test to
demonstrate the atmosphere effect.

The responses showed that

,

--
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the subjects drew inferences or judgments which were most similar to the general trend or the whole situation.
Atmosphere effect is not confined to syllogisms but may
also be found at work in hasty

.

reasQn~ng •
~

Hemho1tz (55:3-21) and Poincare/ (98), who were interested in creative thought, gave some ideas which are still in
the theory stage.

One or these is th~ after intensive work

there must be a period of rest or unconscious work before a
new idea can be expected.
Graham Wallas (125:103) gives the rour stages of creative thought as preparation, incubation, illumination, and
verirication.
lems.

These overlap as we go through everyday prob-

Incubation implies the theory of unconscious work and

has some resemblance to the "plateau in tne learning curve.
It seems to be a term used to explain the effort to get rid
of false leads and hindrances to clear thinking.

~

In general

we may say that all this research has to do with the concomitants or comprehension or with the type of effort made to
arrive at comprehension rather than with its ingredients or
levels.
The writer has attempted in the preceding pages to
extract from the works or well-known educators and psychologists what they consider essential to good thinking.

The

rollowing is a brief summary of the theories and research

,
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findings that seem to be related to the problem attacked in
the present thesis:
Understanding is evidenced by acting,

.

~eeling,

or

thinking intelligently in a situation. calling for adjustment •
~

Comprehension varies from situation to situation in degrees
of

de~initeness

and completeness.

The world and the symbols

associated with the world must be madjmeaningful by partaking in a variety of experiences under skillful guidance.
The kind and degree of understanding is inferred from observing what is said and done by the pupils with respect to their
needs.
There are" several points on which all agree as being
necessary if comprehension in reading is to take place.
These are:
1.

Experience, either real or

artificial~

is needed

~

for association of ideas.
2.

Training in the skills and careful guidance in

their use are required on all levels.
3.

Reading and thinking are active processes and

• of the learner willingness to concentrate.
require
The following are the processes essential to meaningful reading:
1.

Recognizing words in context and also sufficient-

ly developed vocabulary to know commonly used words on

,
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their different levels of comprehension, namely:

2.

(l)

generalization

(2)

application

(3 )
(4)

breadth of meaning. '..,.
precision

(5 )

availability

.'

.

Recognizing the main

thoug~s

and the specific

thoughts that support them.
3.

Seeing relationships, espeCially those of cause

and effect and detecting other hidden relationships.
4.

Drawing inferences from material presented in the

reading matter.
5.

Weighing the evidence by comparing concepts con-

tained in the material read and those we have obtained
from former experience or from others.
6.

Evaluating and judging the validity of author's

statements and conclusions -- recognizing difference
between a statement of fact and an opinion; recognizing
tendencies to indoctrinate, to mislead, or to deceive
Ii

the reader.
It is clear that reading is a complex affair, composed of not one ability but of many: some simple, others
difficult, some that are learned almost unconsciously and
others which can be acquired only through skillful training

,

..and conscious effort.

.'
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Reading that possesses the character-

istics mentioned in tb.is chapter is not a skill to be acquired in a short space of time.

It is an art that needs

gradual development if it is to be of,service to an individual through his whole life.

r

.'

CHAPTER III
COMPREHENSION IN REALING OF RELIGIOUS SUBJECTS

On more than one occasion our. Lord reproached His
..

followers for lack of understanding.

"7

"How is it," He said

to the Twelve, "that you do not yet understand?" (Mark 8:21).
The srume complaint is frequently voice~ by the teachers of
religion today.

There is a universal agreement that children

should comprehend, not merely memorize, the truths of their
religion.

But if we are t.o teach the children to comprehend,

we must first of all know ourselves what comprehension involves.

This is a question to which the writer of the pres-

ent thesis cannot hope to give a complete and final answer.
She can, however, summarize the contributions made by psychologists and those interested in the fields of teaching and of
testing.

M

If in the end there remain unanswered questions,

it can only be said that we should expect nothing else, for
we are dealing with the noblest faculty in man, his ability
to perceive truth, to form concepts of the abstract and the
universal, and to arrive even at new truths by processes involving long and complicated reasoning.
As an approach toward the solution of the problem we
may refer to the doctoral dissertation of Margaret M. Conant
entitled The

Construct~

of

~

Diagnostic Reading Test, to

I
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which brief reference has already been made in Chapter II.
The task which Margaret Conant set herself was the construction of a test of comprehension of social-studies material.
Her first responsibi1ity# as is

a1wa~~
...

the case in such stud-

"7

ies# was to explore the literature already existing on the
subject.

Her bibliography of 169 titles is evidence of the

thoroughness with which this part of

~r

work was done.

From the material gathered she constructed an "Original Blueprint for Construction of Diagnostic Reading Test" (21:50:53),
which contains a summary of the things that need to be done
if one is to comprehend what he reads.
Comprehension# as summarized in the Blueprint, embraces
five distinct things# steps or processes.

These, it should

be noted, are not presented in the order in which, psycho1ogica11y# they occur.

We will discuss each of these five

steps~

with reference to the comprehension of religious material.
The first step is comprehension of the main points.
All teachers of religion can testify to many instances in
which pupils fail to grasp the main thought of the truth presented.

Mother Mary Agnes Garvey (47) made a study of the

age or grade in which a child has ability to comprehend the
Bible stories and fully grasp the lesson which each story is
intended to teach.

These stories were taken from the Bible

and presented in the language of Scripture.

Each story was

,
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followed by six statements, three of which were correct and
three incorrect.

The stories chosen were such as to portray

a particular character trait of our Lord; for example, His
kindness, charity, patience,

sympat4~,
.. "7

etc.

The object of

the test was to find out just what each story conveyed to
the pupils who ranged from grades four to eight.
score did not indicate zero comprehen~on.

A zero

The child who

scored zero did not see the significance of the story, but
may have understood what was said and done.

To test the

apprehension of the main point was the aim of these tests.
The following stories were presented:
Number of

-~rEory-

1
2
:3

4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

21
22

Title
The Multiplication of the Loaves
The Good Thief
Zacheus
OUr Lord's Relatives Seek Him
The Arrest of Jesus
The Cleansing of the Temple
The Miraculous Draught of Fishes
The Rich Young Man
The Meal at Bethania
Mary Magdalen
Our Savior in the Desert
The Finding in the Temple
OUr Lord's Dealing with the Apostles
The Temple Tribute
Nicodemus
~,
The Coin of the Tribute
The Ten Lepers
Jesus Before Pilate
The Widow f s Son
Christ Denounces Hypocrisy
The Marriage at Cana
Christ Heals the Sick

Number of
Story-

Title

.'
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The Calling of Matthew
The Baptism of Jesus
The Agony in the Garden
Christ Blesses -the Little Children
The Betrayal of~JUda8
The Samaritan Woman
Christ Feeds the Multitude
Christ's Discourse to the Disciples
The Widow's Mi te
The Raising of ~zarus

23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32

The following facts were revealed by the data obtained from the test:

Stories 1,3,4,5,6,13,18, and 22 were found

to be the most difficult.
by all.

Stories 9 and 10 were understood

Stories 7, 11,12,14,16,17,20,21,24,29,30, and 31

were difficult for grades four and five but not so for grades
six' seven and eight.

Stories 2,8,9,10,11,25,26,27, and 32

were most easily comprehended by both boys and girls alike.
Story 9 scored the highest general average.
23 received the lowest of all.

score among the girls.

Stories 21 and

~

Story 9 received the highest

Story 10 received the highest score

among the boys.
The second step in comprehension of the specific facts
which support the main points.

We need not only know what

the fact is, but in some cases the why and how of the fact.
"Depart .from Me .for, I was hungry and you gave Me not to
eat. ft

That men will lose their souls for lack of social

service is the main thought.

In refusing to aid the neigh-

bor the person refused to aid Christ, .for He has identified
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Himself with man.

Man's ignorance of this identification

will not justify him on the last day for refusing to give
to his neighbor the things that he really needs to live like
a man.

This giving to his neighbor .wbat is neeessary for
..

"7

his temporal life is commanded by the second part of the
Great Commandment without any reference to this identification:

"Thou shalt love the Lord thy ~d with thy whole heart,

and with thy whole soul, and with thy whole strength, and
with thy whole mind; and thy neighbor as thyself." (Luke

5:27~

The third step is comprehension of cause and effect
relationships.

Many examples of this type could be cited

from religious reading.

Two or• three, however, will serve

our purpose.
The Parable of the Unjust Steward offers a series of
them.

The cause in this parable is the steward's

of his master's goods.
from office.
others.

squandering~

The effect is the steward's removal

Again these relations extend themselves into

The removal from office becomes a cause which had

its effect on others.

The master lost some of the material

due him from his creditors; these creditors were relieved
of part of the debt they owed.

The scheme of the steward

to help his debtors gained for him a means of subsistence.
Christ, after telling the people of His day that they
could forecast the weather from the aspects of the sky, bids

-
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them turn this knowledge of cause and effect to their own
spiritual benefit.
and see where sin

He exhorts them to examine their lives
will lead them.

t~nless

..

you shall all likewise perish" (Luke 13:5).
.,

the cause of tneir salvation.

you do penance
Penance will be

Sin is the cause of the loss

of grace and this not merely by Divine decree, for sin and
grace are incompatible.
The fourth step is comprehension of the meaning of
words in context.

This is of its nature the first step psy-

chologically, for nothing else can be understood if words
in context are not understood.

But, as we have said, the

Blueprint is not arranged psychologically.

This knowledge

of words in context is extremely important in the study of
religion.

The use of technical terms may conceal from the

teacher the defects in the pupil's thinking.

Right think-

~

ing is a habit which has its beginning in accurate formation
of concepts.
words.

Concepts are in turn dependent for meaning on

Marcum (79-410) says that attention to concept for-

mation is of as much importance as attention to vocabulary.

" children's conclusions are erroneous and luOften
~,

dicrous because of misconceptions of the meaning of certain
words.

For example:

ItFear not, your Comforter will return,"

was interpreted by one child as meaning:
will get your quilt back. tt

"Don't worry, you

It is not that reasoning is too

difficult for them, but that the material on which the mind

,

-
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is to work was not understood.

.'

Children, when skillfully

trained, can and do get exact meanings of intricate doctrines
in religion.
It is not enough to understand ,the individual concepts,
when these admit of comprehension, but great care must be
exercised in combining them to form new ideas.

This merging

process provides a fertile field for em-or for the young, who,
lacking extensive experience, may make a mistake in the choice
of concepts to be united.

We turn, then, to Carl Spearman,

an experimental psychologist who, though not a Catholic, read
Thomas Aquinas in the original Latin and believes in an immaterial faculty.

He gives as a reason for the lack of under-

standing words in context the inability to see relationship
of concept to concept within the material, for no concept
can be fully comprehended in isolation.
you must know Ithard!'

To understand t'soft" ...

Spearman gives ten relations which the

author will attempt to apply to religious material: (112:6874)

1.

Attribution.

includ~s

The first relationship mentioned

the relation of a character to its fundament •

(1 )

The attributes of God furnish examples of

.

'

this type: the mercy,goodness, omnipotence
of God
(2)

The immortality of the soul

r
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2.

(3)

The heinousness of sin

(4)

The goodness of virtue

(5)

The simplicity of the soul

Identity.

This relation

of attribution.

s~pplements

the relation

It is the one in which the object per-

sists identically the same despite all changes in its
state of activity.

This relation

~s

known familiarly

as the relation of genus to species.
(1)

Examples:

Baptism and penance are the same in this
respect l that they are sacraments.

(2)

The soul of man and the angels are the same
in this, that they are immortal.

3.

Time.

in religion.

This relation does not have much implication
When we wish to state that one thing fol-

lows another only in time, not in effect l this is the
relation used.

Example:

The Canon of the Mass follows

the Offertory.
4.

Space.

This refers to geometric figures and

lacks application to religion.
5. ·Cause.

This type was treated as the third step

of Margaret Conant's essentials to good reading.

We

shall not repeat the explanation here.
6.

Objectivity.

This is sometimes called the"psy-

chological relation" because it is peculiarly and exclusively psychical.

There is in this type of relation a
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subject that knows, feels, or strives, on the one hand, and
on the other an object that is known, is striven for, or
evokes feeling.

It probably characterizes more than half of

the concepts ordinarily used.

It enters into all that are
~~

of a cognitive nature, as intellect, thought, attention, inquiry, comparison, belief, truth.

It also occurs in all

conation, as will, impulse, behavior,
authority, etc.

~ursuit,

submiSSion,

Almost always it at least co-operates inti-

mately with the affective processes, as temperament, passion,
hope, fear, love, wonder, pride, resentment, pity, and the
like.

The process is one of educing correlatives and the

relation involved is the psychological or objective kind.
This process is of extreme importance in religion
for it is essential to the formation of attitudes which are
the basis of Christian living.

Since attitudes are of such

importance, it seems well to define this term.

Thurstone

gives a definition which seems to include all the desired
factors.
The concept of "attitude tt denotes the sum total of"
a man's inclinations'and feelings, 'prejudices or bias,
preconceived notions, ideas, fears, threats, and convictions about any specific topic. (122:531)
.'
The child meets with five basic relationships in his
Christlife, namely, his relations with God, and with the
Church; with his neighbor, with nature, and with himself.

~
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ItHis living is a constant interweaving of relationships, and
it is the interweaving that gives balance to his life and
growth. ft (60: 22)

....

The attitudes are the result of the fundamental understandings which evolve as the child gains knowledge through
experience and the generalizations which he makes.

These

attitudes, aided by grace, should prodhce specific habits of
virtue which are exercised in each of the relations mentioned above.

The authors of Christian Social Living (61) have

given a detailed list of children's practices in their relation to God, the Church, their neighbors, nature, and themselves in their lives at home, in school, and in the community.

These are planned to guide the teacher in the culti-

vation of attitudes with the habit as a final goal.
Before habits can be formed the emotions and will
must be brought under control.

To facilitate this, appeal

should be made to the imagination, for imagination is the
creative power of the mind and by it we can create for ourselves the world in which our neighbor lives.

With this

• can learn to understand his aims, needs, hopes,
knowledge we
etc., and knowing these we can regulate our conduct toward
him.

This knowledge does not all come consciously, for

children are never learning only the subject taught; and
even when no conscious effort is being made to teach them,

I'

-
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they are also learning.

.'

They are forming opinions both good

and bad from the words and actions of those around them.
Attitudes need time for growth.
patient, quiet guidance.

They flourish under

They are nO,t formed only by what

we understand but by what we believe and love.

"Peter did

not always know what he was believing; but he did know Whom
he was believing." (101:848)
Both doctrine and the practice of religion must be
taken from the dominion of the abstract and made to center
around the attractive person of Christ.

The appeal must

grip the whole student; his mind, his will, and his emotions.
More is required for this than mere learning.

It demands

self-sacrifice, perseverance, and an expenditure of energy.
The attitude of serving a person will be a vital power, an
urge, a driving force impelling them to lead a truly Christ-

~

ian life.
Habits of the three theological virtues of faith,
hope and charity are given to man in baptism for the purpose
of regulating his life with God.

Habits of the cardinal

virtues of·prudence, justice, temperance, and fortitude
regulate man's dealings with God and with his fellow men.
The virtue of justice involves reverence.

One cannot give

a more emphatic statement about reverence than the following by Timothy Brosnahan:

,
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Unless reverence be the result or education, reverence
ror God and the truths'and commands or God; reverence ror
all rorms or authority, paternal, civil, and ecclesiastical; reverence ror the ramily; • • • reverence ror the
neighbor, the dignity or his personality and the inviolability or his rights; reverence ror ourselves -- unless,
I say, reverence ror all things.w~rthy or reverence be
so inculcated in childhood and youth as to become a habit
or manhood, education is worse than a railure; it is an
unparalleled misrortune. (10:882)
Other phases or justice which are

equ~ly

important will nec-

essarily rlow rrom a heart impregnated with reverence.

These

are: obedience, truthrulness, rriendliness, and liberality.
Fortitud~

which embodies patience and perseverance,

is a habit or extreme importance.

Temperance, like prudence,

justice, and rortitude, which has to do with many or the
virtues, rerers to moderation in all activities.
or it are purity, humility, and meekness.

Some aspects

There are many

other aspects or these virtues and many more attitudes that
could be cited, but ror our purpose the above seem sufricient.
There is a tworold obligation that rests on those who
train the young.

First, the parent or teacher must see that

their words and actions portray to the child the living example or

t~e

habits they wish to rorm.

Secondly, they must

provide opportunities ror the child to practice these virtues.
Knowledge does not necessarily mean virtue.

Dewey recognized

this ract when he said:
There is nothing in the nature or ideas about morality or inrormation about honesty, or purity, or kindness

.'
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which automatically transmutes such ideas into good character or good conduct. (30:1)
Educators must use every means to aee that these ideas
become driving forces to good conduct.

Not only must proper

attitudes be cultivated, but they mu~e7be kept within bounds;
care, too, must be taken not to arouse undesirable attitudes.
Fear has its place; but if it is overstressed, some sensitive
soula may be permanently damaged.

•

The Reverend Austin G.

Schmidt, S.J., says the following in this regard:
»

• • • it is simpler and easier to speak of the fires

of hell than to describe the inaccesible light of heaven, far
simpler and easier to appeal to fear than it is to appeal to
love." (103:53)
It is refreshing to remember that the souls we strive
to train are endowed with infused virtues in baptism and
thereby are prepared for our teaching.

The ground is ready;

the duty of the teacher is to preserve and increase the virtues that are there.

The desire to know and love the Heavenly

Father is natural to a baptized child.
Everl young child can understand that he has certain
rights and duties.
years pass.

These concepts must be deepened as

th~,

He must, however, realize the power of his own

resources and capabilities in order to use them.
To continue the relations listed by Spearman:
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7.

Constitution.

The constitutive relation is t;'hat

which fundaments and relation bear to the whole which
they jointly constitute.
to the whole.
the

They bear the relation of parts

These parts must

a~ways
;. '47

be present when

is present if the relation is to be

w~ole

constitutiv~

EXampLes:
(1)

I am a member of the M,stica1 Body.
a member of the Mystical Body.

He is

Therefore

there is a relation between us.
(2)

Baptism gives sanctifying grace.
gives sanctifying grace.

Penance

There is a re-

1ationship between them of constituting the
sacraments of the dead.
(3)

Mortal sin is an offense against God.
Venial sin is an offense against God.
Therefore they are related in that they
constitute the whole class of actual sin.

8.

Likeness.

ttidea:J. 't relations.

Likeness takes us into the class of
Besides including the relation un-

derstC)od by the title, it includes also all opposites •
This type of relation is the
The

w~de

mo~t

universally used.

...

use made of likeness and difference in intel1i-

gence tests shows its importance in thinking.

It con-

stitutes the major part in the three basic principles

l-.------------------------------~
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of all thinking.
(1)

It involves the following: '

A search for differences between things that
look alike; e.g., what is the difference between sin and crime"
'"

....b~tween
.,

pleasure and

happiness, between piety and fervor?
(2)

A search for similarities between things that
look different; e.g., *hat is the difference
between laziness and cowardice?

(3)

A search for a thing or an idea which we need
in order to supplement, to remedy, or to explain an incomplete or unsatisfactory situation.

For example, we use this type when

looking for a cause of juvenile delinquency.
Many accidental qualities of objects such as size,
color, texture, location, etc., are readily detected even by
shallow thinking.

~

Leep thinking is required for detecting

differences and similarities that arise from the inner calue
of things, such as purpose, essence, origin, material value
etc.
Our "Lord frequently made use of this type in His
teaching.
"Again, the kingdom of heaven is like a net cast into
the sea and gathering fishes of every kind lt (Matt. 13:47).
"The kingdom of heaven is like a treasure hidden in

,
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a field • • • n (Matt. 13:44).
"The kingdom of heaven is like leaven, which a woman
took and buried in three measures of flour until all of it
was leavened" (Matt. 13:33).
9.

Evidence.

In this relation one thing proves

another -- as boasting proves pride, miracles proved
Christ's Divinity, denial proved Ptter's weakness.
10. Conjunction.

This type is not applicable to

our subject, for it applies only to mathematics.
The fourth step of the Blueprint is selection and
organization of facts relevant to a more
,question.

gener~l

idea or

The purpose of this step in the reading is to give

the pupil an opportunity to do some critical thinking.

To

select from the reading specific facts and organize the answer requires more understanding than to recognize the

correc~

answer when this answer is presented with incorrect ones.
After reading the account of the cleansing of the temple, the
following questions might be asked:
1.' What sentence in this selection gives the reason for
th~

action of Jesus?

2.

Why did He not treat all the sellers alike?

3.

What did Christ mean by the words, "Destroy this
temple and in three days I will raise it up"?

4.

What did Christ call the temple?

/'
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5.

When were the,words that Jesus spoke at this time
really understood and appreciated?
Fifth

is read.

s~ep

-- the ability to draw inferences from what

Often this step has no place in religion, for nec-

.......

essary inferences have been made known to us by God and the
Church.

Therefore they are true.

ences have a place:
Does the fact that
mortal?

But often our own infer-

Have the missions.helped the natives?
my,~soul

is spiritual prove that it is im-

Does the fact that I must not damage the property

of others have any relation to Halloween?

Does it remain

true that the Church is less holy despite the fact that there
are bad Catholics?
In the foregoing paragraphs the writer has attempted to
apply to religion the various relations which are the basis
of all thinking.

It is because these relationships are not

~

sought in reading material that understanding is so often
lacking.

Judd says in this regard:

"Pupils pronounce empty

words because the reaction stopped with the pronunciation."
(63:163)

There are factors other than those mentioned which we

.'

have to consider when religious material is the subject under
discussion.

Perception, assimilation, and application, the

ordinary steps to understanding, must be modified when used
in religious SUbjects.

Certain revealed truths are not ca-

pable of being fully grasped by the intellect, for they need

,
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more than mere natural knowledge; they need supernatural conviction, or faith.

Thinking of the truths of faith is merely

the path to faith, not the act of faith itself.
however, the meaning of the terms,

an~
.~

We can know,

how these terms are to

be combined to make a definition logical.

We cannot always

understand the concepts; hence we cannot always farm a judgment about them.
The purpose of understanding in Christian doctrine is
to elicit acceptance of the doctrine, not from personal insight, but on the authority of God, and on the testimony of
the Church.

We cannot instill lively faith by explanation.

There is no place for private interpretation when there
is a question of dogma.

We must impress pupils with the

truth that the Church's dogmatic and moral doctrines rest
on the soundest logical foundations.

Once the pupil is con-

~

vinced that the Catholic Church is the Church of Jesus Christ,
he can rest assured that he is perfectly reasonable in embracing all her teachings.
This is not done by filling the mind with facts, for

•

the object of education is the preparing of the mind to re~

ceive the truths of faith rather than the filling of it with
knowledge. (74:36)

Mental habits and moral ideals must be

established by stimulation of the thought processes.
habits fostering Christian practice must be linked to

The
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doctrine.

.'

nIt is a great mistake to think that knowledge of

facts leads to appreciation," says Father Austin SChmidt, S.J.,
"Saul knew the facts,but he knew them to hate them.tf (104:225)
Essentials should be

thoroug~y'
..

retains only what is impressed on it.

learned, for the memory

4?

However, memorization

should be done in a way that allows the pupils to see the
relationship of dogmas to one another •• Simplicity of words
must be given preference over correctness of doctrine.
trine is the infallible word of God.

Doc-

The virtue of faith

implanted in the soul will recognize the divine truth and willingly accept it.
The more accurately words are learned, the better, if
only the teacher makes sure that what they signify is also
understood.

If the bare fact is set before the child to be

memorized, it may mean very little and be appreciated less.

~

When the living truth is seen in all its beauty or glory,
the child is attracted, and his interest is captured.

This

at times, the Reverend Raphael Mccarthy, S.J. states is more
important than deep knowledge, for if he is interested he

•
will find ways
of deepening his faith and understanding as
he grows older. (82:189)
Each new fact must enlighten items previously learned
and it in turn must receive new meaning from the truths already known.

Apperception and association are always an

,

.'

Lmportant part of the learning process.
is to guide the

chil~

The educator's work

to learn to think.

the child must be active mentally

To really

learn~

at times, physically.

and~

Religion is not functional until it
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....,

~~

been assimilated, and

a test of this assimilation is spontaneous expression by the
pupil. (96:5)
Religion is a program of life, • living
merely an intellectual exercise.

thing~

and not

It should be operative in

the lives of the students when and as they learn it, for the
exercise of religion should be given through experience on
the pupil's own level of maturation.

tilt is one thing to have

a right idea of the good, it is another to relate it vitally
to all the mental, moral and physical activities of school
life." {74:36}
We are not training them to be good men and
to be good boys and girls.

women~

but ...

Pope Pius XL in his Encyclical on

Education appeals to educators to foster the gradual growth
of the supernatural life of the child when he urges us

If

to

co-operate with Divine grace in forming Christ in those regenerated 1n Baptism. (97:36)

I'

.'

CHAPTER IV
TESTING FOR COMPREHENSION
It must be

~ediately eviden~.tnat
..

"?

any research worker

who attempted in a single study to measure all the types of
comprehension mentioned in the preceding chapter would be rash
to an extreme.

In attempting to measur~ so much he would un-

doubtedly fail to measure anything precisely.
The purpose of this chapter is to review the existing
religion tests that are known to the writer.

Some of the tests

reviewed evaluate comprehension of non-Catholic doctrine:
Doctrine, however, is not our concern in this chapter, but the
form of the test and the type of comprehension tested.
Since there is a reciprocal relation. between teaching
and testing, understandings must be taught before they can
be adequately evaluated.

~

According to Cardinal Newman:

True education means a firm grasp of prinCiples by which
we can generalize, reduce to method, group and shape our
acquisitions. Otherwise our learning will master us, when
we ought to master our learning. OUr knowledge will be a
wilderness of facts and impressions in which we wander
aimlessly and helplessly, without compass or star. (92:
143)
As we have said above, teaching for understanding is
particularly necessary in religion, for in this subject the
pupil is dealing with profound truths, an involved vocabulary,
and obscure doctrines.

Often factual information is selected

,

.'
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from this difficult subject matter and memorized as a substitute for understanding.

The pupil becomes accustomed to learn-

ing material he does not understand.
even realize that what he is

He does not, at times,

learni~'~s

something he should

understand.
Those responsible for testing have encouraged this lack
of understanding by the testing of memtry facts.

If under-

standings are not going to be tested, they are not very likely
to be learned.

Learning with understanding may have the

effect of making pupils expect to understand what they are
studying.

In the Forty-fifth Yearbook of the National Society

for the Study of Education Douglass and Spitzer speak as
follows:
Tests made by teachers, other forms of evaluation,
standardized tests, are alike in giving little attention
to understandings. This evil condition needs to be
corrected, for the effect on teaching, on learning, and
on research are unfortunate. • • • Children soon learn
the wisdom of learning what they will be tested on. For
this reason the kind of evaluation affects children's
Iearning procedures and determines their actual learning
objectives, regardless of the objectives that may have
been set in theory. (33:23)
The pffect of the measurement program may be either
beneficial or detrimental to the instructional procedure. ·'It
is beneficial when it induces teachers to aim in their instructions at outcomes that proceed from understanding.

It is

detrimental when measurement concentrates on factual knowledge
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and neglects to test for understandings.

.'

It may even discour-

age the developing of meaning and the finding of relationships
by issuing tests which measure only factual knowledge.
As we indicated above,

. ..,

unders~a~ding

of words in context

has' direct bearing on the type of comprehension with which we
are concerned in this paper.

The degree of understanding of

the meaning of words that should be
been a matter of controversy.

ex~cted

of children has

Some consider the analysis of

pupils! total vocabulary more important and desirable than the
testing of word knowledge for breadth and precision.
Cronbach gives five levels of word meanings which are
mentioned in Chapter II of this thesis.

They are generaliza-

tion, application, breadth of meaning, precision, and availability.

He believes that each level would require a different

type of test.
Generalization, the simplest type, may be tested by
asking pupils to write or recognize definitions of the terms.
The weakness of this is that the pupils may have memorized
the definition without understanding its meaning.
Much·testing has been done on the application level.
The forms most frequently used have been multiple choice, free
recall, and an essay form calling for illustration.
Tests to measure breadth of meaning have been developed
by Woody (132), Lovell (76). and Tyler. (124)

The forms used

,
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by these workers were recall, matching, completion, and mditi-

pIe choice.
Precision has been measured little in the past.
eral attempts have been made in which

.. .

t~e
;,

Sev-

student is asked to

select the perfect definition from among several that are nearly correct.

This procedure has the disadvantage of giving all

or no credit.

It does not tell how

thoro~gh

is the student's concept of the word.

or how incomplete

To overcome these dis-

advantages, a device could be used on which a student could
obtain credit on varying levels from complete ignorance to
complete understanding.
Dolch (31:23) says testing "richness of meaning" is
impracticable.

He has conmined his tests to words having sin-

gle meanings.
Seashore, also interested in survey tests, comments:
Among professional linguists it might be worth while
to insist upon very fine discrimination in alternative
meanings, but in our purpose in a general test it is
sufficient to discriminate the commonest meaning from
those which are definitely incorrect, but which might be
sources of confusion to non-specialists in the field.
(107:21)
Lovell·(76:7l) says that his experiments give a similar conclusion; that is, richness of vocabulary is fairly
Closely related to knowledge of single comraonest meanings.
He does, however, ask in his test for meanings other than
the commonest one.

,
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Eskridge (40:65) provides clear evidence that concepts
may be known precisely# hazily, or not at all.

He distinguish-

es between basic and associated meanings and shows that the
latter disappear as the word is learned more thoroughly.
.~

His

tests also measure different meanings or different degrees of
meaning.

He says the three different methods of testing

really test three different ways of

kn~ing

each word.

In commenting on the different methods of testing word
meaning, Dolch (32:23)# Seashore (107:21)# Eckerson (38:90),
and Sims (112:96) notes these common faults: tests allow room
for guessing and elimination; they stress verbalization instead.
of understanding; they allow full credit for hazy knowledge.
Multiple choice seemed to be the form that most affected the students' choice.

Kelley (65:82) found in comparing

scores on matching and multiple choice tests on identical

~

material that students rated 20 per cent higher on the matching test because of elimination than they did on the multiplechoice test.
Cronbach (25:21$ says that more valid instruments than
are now aval1able are required if we are to test the various
levels of word meanings.
There are at present many studies on the vocabulary of
religion.

Several of these will be mentioned below.

Reverend David C. Fullmer has designed two comparable

,

r __----------------------------------~
.'
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forms of a comprehension vocabulary test. (45:85-104)
form consists of fifty words.

Each

The pupil is asked to select

the correct meaning of the word from among several choices.
The errors on each item in each grade 1e1el have been tabulated.

These, together with words taken from religion books

in common use in the United states today, form a vocabulary
the possession of which is considered by·the author to be essential to understanding Catholic doctrine.

Father Fullmer

has the following to say in regard to the teaching of the religion vocabulary:
The vocabulary of religion must be taught systematically and thoroughly in the primary grades and thereafter.
Clarification and a deeper understanding of the meaning
of these termB must be the constant concern of the teacher
of religion. Usually the necessary provision is made for
the teaching of the vocabulary of the secular branches.
It must not be neglected in the most important subject of
the curriculum. (45:67)
Sister Mary Theodore Weppner (128) has developed a

!
!
I

~

standardized vocabulary test consisting of two comparable forms.l_
These are to be used in the measurement of various age levels
in the elementary school from grades three to eight.
Aside from tests found in religion text books and workbooks, tests in Catholic religious doctrine are very scarce.·'
Only one is a standardized test, The Religion Essentials Test
by Reverend Austin G. Schmidt, S.J., of Loyola University.
This test was designed to measure the extent of a pupil's
knowledge of vital information of those fundamentals in
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dogmatic and moral theology which are so important that they
should not under any circumstances be neglected.

In a paper

entitled "Standardized Tests in Religion," Father Schmidt says:
There are ten commonly accept~d.outcomes of instruction
that we ought to measure if we cln~ These are: reflective
thinking in its various aspects; interests, aims and purposes; attitudes; social adjustment; creativeness; study
habits and work habits; fund of vital information; appreciation; social sensitivity; and functional philosophy of
'life.
•
Upon examination, all ten of these outcomes will be
found to apply to religiOUS instruction. The easiest of
all to test is the seventh -- fund of vital information.
(101:810)
The test has eight comparable forms.

It is divided

into six parts, each using a different form: two true-false
parts, one matChing test, one completion test, and two different types of the multiple choice form.
in each of the eight forms.

There are 117 items

In the booklet containing the

directions for administering the test, the author describes
the preparation of the test, its validity and reliability.
The results of this test can be used for a number of worthwhile purposes:
1.

for determining the standing of pupils and schools.

2.

For determining growth.

3.

For purposes of diagnosis.

4.

For enriching the curriculum.

Test in Religious Instruction for High School Students
in two equal forms was prepared by Reverend Alfred SchneppU05)
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S.M. •

Each form contains one hundred itemBdivided into three

partS::::;s.

Part one has fifty true-false statBlIlents.

oons:i&ists of a twenty item multiple choice teat.

Part Two
Part Three is

a matt,l.tching test containing thirty i t~m~.
·9

The writer examined some

..,

interestin~tests

on non-Cath-

olio .. ~ doctrine designed and published by Northwestern University.
seri€3-eS A has three tests which are factttal,information tests
on Tl:f"'he Life and Teachings of .Tesus, Old ~tament Times and
!eacl:f:hings, the Acts and Epistles. Series Bcontains comprehension

.I.

tests on the subjects mentioned above, Each form contains

t'Wenttaty items.
Series A, Test I, contains fifty facts about Christ f s
life

Each statement has fotlr answers, only one

' and teachings.

of whiyhich is correct.

The following exampleS are quoted direct-

ly fr-rrom the test:
The night before .Tesus chose ]jS twelve disciples,
He:
___talked the matter over

~lth

,

His friends

____asked them whether theyioUld be willing
to leave all and follow Him
went into the mountain
in prayer

~

spent the night

.'

said unto them: !tWa tch e.nrl pray that ye
enter not into temptat1oll "
The subject matter of Test 2 is the Old Testament.
is sijimilar in form to Test I.

Example:

It
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On the night of Balshszzer's feast Daniel tol~
the king that the meaning of the writing on the
wall was:
this night thy soul shall be required of
---thee
there will be seven lean years followed by
---seven years of plent17
____ thou art weighed in the balance and found
wanting
thy kingdom shall las. from generation to
---generation
The contents of Test 3 are based on the Acts and the
Epistles.

The forty items in this test follow the form used

in the preceding tests.

Example:

When the lame beggar at the gate of the temple
asked for alms, Peter said to him:

---"Lay up

for yourself treasure in heaven"

"In the name of Jesus Christ of Nazareth,
---walk"
cannot serve God and Mammon"
---ttYe
"Your sins are forgiven you, go and sin no
---m"ore"

Test 4, Series B, the first of the Comprehension Tests,
requires the student to select the answer that best explains
the statement in question.

These statements are based on facts

taken from the life and teachings of Christ.

Example:

Then he poured water into the basin, and began
to wash the disciples' feet, and to wipe them with
the towel • • • When ~e had washed their feet, and
taken his garments, and sat down again, he said
unto them, Know ye wha.t I have done to you? For I
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have given you an example, that ye also shou1d do
as I have done to you. (John 13:5,12,15)
This means:
That Jesus wanted to establish the custom
-----of foot washing among his disciples.
If we would be lilce'..;,Christ we must be will-----ing to perform lowly service.
The followers of Jesus should seek out only
-----the lowly or humble tasks •

.

Jesus is most pleased when the tasks we per-----form are lowly.
In Test 5 comprehension of Old Testament facts is tested.
Whither shall I go from thy Spirit? Or whither
shall I flee from thy presence? If I ascend up
into heaven, thou art there: If I make my bed
in Sheol, behold, thou art there. If I take the
wings of the morning, and dwell in the uttermost
parts of the sea; even there shall thy hand lead
me, and thy right hand shall hold me. (Psalms
139:7-10) This means:

---Men

constantly search after God.

_____No matter where we go we cannot get away
from the presence and guidance of God.
___God leads us by the hand so that we shall
do right.

---We

feel God's presence everywhere.

The following examples are from Test 6 on the Acts and
the Epistles:
Know ye not that ye are a temple of God, and that
the spirit of God dwelleth in you? (I Cor. 3:16)
This means:

---Men

should be considered holier than
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temples.
God is to be found in each of us.

---God must have

-----The

~

ttyes~

items.

temples in which to dwell.

Spirit of God dwells in sacred places.

Ideas About Religion is ano4~r test of the preced-

ing group.
by

.'

The form used here is a question to be answered

"no, tt or "not certain".

The test has seventy-five

Examples:

•

Is God as near us anywhere else as in Church?
Is God still "speaking" to us today as he did in
Bible times?
Is God a person with a form like a man?
Series B of an earlier date is a test in religious beliefs.

The fifty-six questions in this test center around the

attributes of God, the humanity and divinity of Christ, the
Church, the existence of the devil and hell, the importance of

.

,

the Bible, and the life after death.
The student is asked in the test to place a check in
one of five columns according to the degree of belief or disbelief of the statement in question.

The directions for an-

swering read as follows:
a.

For positive certainty of belief check in
column five.

b.

For moderate certainty of belief check in
column four.

c.

For uncertainty, absence of conviction, check

I
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.'

in column three.
d.

For moderate certainty of disbelief check in
column two.

e.

For positive certainty of disbelief check in
column one.
.~

Examples:
Do you believe that God exists?
Do you believe that Go~is three distinct persons in one, Father, Son and Holy Spirit?
Do you believe that the relation of God to man
is best expressed in the word "Father" as used
by Jesus, rather than in the word King or
Judge?
Do you believe that God is unchangeable, not
being subject to growth or development?
A Test

2£ Religious Thinking published by the Associat-

ed Press, New York, has for its purpose to discover opinions,
judgments and attitudes regarding God, Jesus, prayer, the
Church and Kingdom, other religions, and life purposes; to
measure agreement with a liberal point of view.
The test has two forms: Elementary and Advanced.

In

the elementary test, which is divided into six parts, there
are sixty items •
•

Part I.
A

Ideas of God and Religious Education.,
(ten items)

Do you think God made the whole world, all the
stars, animals, and people?
Yes
No
Do you think God's power in the world works to
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make things better and happier?

Yes

No

Part I. B (five items)
B A mother sat up all night to take care of her
little boy who had a bad fever. Do you think
God is like that?
Yes
No

•••

A king loves to have everybody worship him, bow
before him and praise him. Do 'You think God is
like that?
Yes
No
C Below are some ways in'.hich people try to
learn about God.
By dreams

Much

little

Some

By studying science Much

Little

Some

By thunder, lightning and earthquakes
Little
Part II.

Much
Some

Ideas of Jesus

Does Jesus mean just the same as God?

Yes No
-

Could Jesus do any kind of wonderful miracle
which you could imagine?'
~ .!!2
Part III.

Ideas

£! Prayer

(seven items)

One child closed his eyes, bowed his head and
was very quiet.
Good
Fair
Poor
One child said, "Father, I know I was cross
today when mother asked me to stay home with
the babye I'll try to say 'yes f right away
next time."
Good
Fair
Poor
Part IV.
A

Ideas of the Church and Kingdom
(six items)

Below are some ideas which some people have
about what a church is.
To think of a church as a big and beautiful

r
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building, is

I ,

Excellent

Fair

foor

To think of a church Q as a group'of people who
want to live in a Chmaristian way, is
Excellent Fair Poor
B

(four items)
Sometimes we say the ~ iaain business of the
church is to help br=-ing the kingdom of God on
earth. What does th=ais mean?
Does it mean a great; empire of all nations
over which Jesus wil:_l ,-ule as king? Yes No
Does it mean a world L in which no little children will go to bed hUQungry because a few people
control all the mone:_y?

Part V.

I~

of other Relis_gions

(seven items)

Can a person who doe:es not believe in God lead
a good life?
Yes No
Is any religion whicI~h may exist in a country
as good for those pe.~ople as any other would
be?
Yes No
Part VI.
A

Ideas of Life Purp·oose

As God looks at the : life of a boy or girl,
what dq you suppose - matters most to Him? Write
in the blank the numT~ber of the suggestion
below which gives theQe best answer.
(
)
1.
2.

B

(five items)

How hard the per'-son tries to live a good
life.
How much happine·~ss or sorrow the person
brings to himsel:_f or others.

Which of the followi:_ng would you most like to
be if you could have et your life turn out any
way you now choose.
Write the number of your
choice at the end of ':'" the line.
()
1.
2.

One who is famou.s, like a movie star.
One who has a ha:.ppy home with children.

The advanced form of the Test£: of Religious Thinking
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has one hundred items divided into nine parts.

.'

The parts bear

the same titles and are cast in a similar form to that of the
elementary test.

In the original test each section is prefaced

by detailed directions for the

teste~..

In the samples quoted

.~

these directions have been condensed, or, where possible, omitted.
The tests reviewed in this
hension tests.

chap~r

are not all compre-

The one set of tests which is styled a compre-

hension test uses the best-answer form throughout.

There does

not seem to be any definite pattern used in the statements
from which the pupil is to choose the best answer.

In some

there is one incorrect statement and in others there are more
than one.

The type of comprehension tested seems to the writ-

er to be the recognition of the main or essential idea about
each thought.

These statements are well chosen and the

select~

ing of a wrong answer will probably be as revealing to the
examiner as the choice of the right answer would be.
All agree that comprehension tests are difficult to
construct.
itself

The objective test, so commonly used, has lent

only~too

well to the testing of facts.

We must not

.'

think, however, that because they have been so extensively
used for this purpose that they cannot be employed to test
understanding.

The best comprehension test, however, will

be of no avail if instructors fail in their teaching to
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develop the essential steps to understanding.

If these out-

comes of learning were sought, the need for more adequate
means of measuring these outcomes would be felt.

The supply

of such tests would most probably be in proportion to the demand for them•

•

.'

CHAPTER V

BLUEPRINT FOR CONSTRUCTING A TEST OF COMPREHENSION
In speaking of education

Mons!~or

George Johnson says

that it is the exercise of our own powers to acquire a fuller
measure of the truth, a deeper love of the good, and a finer
appreciation of the beautiful.

Since.e cannot love nor

appreciate what we do not know, knowledge evidently is a very
important factor in life.

It is with this factor that we are

concerned in this chapter.
Religion courses and religion texts in use today contain all that is necessary for man to know to lead a good
Christian life.

There is at the present time, however, a

dearth of means to measure how much and how well material presented is absorbed by the pupils.
The task of compiling a comprehension test in religion
will form the subject matter for future research.

The purpose

of this chapter is to present a blueprint which will indicate
what must be done if we wish to test for complete comprehen~

sion in religion.

TESTING FOR COMPREHENSION OF CONCEPTS
Several of the authorities quoted in the foregoing
chapters insist upon the necessity of comprehending concepts.
75

,
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! concept which is the simplest act of the intellect, is

simply the knowledge of the nature of an object.
or ideas are divided into various groups
Various

a~cording

.....

standpoints from which we consider them.

.'

Concepts
to the
Since con-

cepts are frequently formed by the use of words, it is very
necessary that words be clearly understood.

'.,

QUESTION:

What must be known if one is fully to comprehend

a concept?

ANSWER:

Complete comprehension of a concept involves compre-

hension of:
a.

the genus

b.

the species

c.

the properties

d.

the accidents
",.

a.

The genus.

The highest genus of a subject is the idea

of it that is most comprehensive.

By adding an attribute

that distinguishes it from others in the class we obtain
J

a subaltern genus.
Take

th~

concept of man.

Man is a substance.

This is the highest genus for man.,

Corporeal substance may be organic or inorganic.

-
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(An example of genus and species -- natural and supernatural gifts)

.

GIFI' OF GOD

SUPERNATURAL

NATURAL

(Life, health, food, a
good mind, etc., etc.)
Can be subdivided
into various
species:
Common to all men
in mind
in body
in environment
specially meant for
an individual

Intrinsically supernatural
sanct1ry1ng
Grace

Ac~ua~

InIuBed

Grace

Virtues
and
Gifts

Extrinsically supernatural
(A

prov~denv~a~

acv

of God, ' such as an
illness, a sermon
heard, used by Him
as a means of preparing the recipient
for a supernatural
gift)
.'

etc., etc.

,

••
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"Sentient organic substance" is what we mean by anim::al.

.'

With

reference to man l animal is the subaltern genus.
We must not be satisfied with testing for knowledge • of the
closest sUbaltern genus l but go up as

~1~
•
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or go

do~

as low

in the scale as good judgment may show to be necessa=:ry.
example, superstition is

~he

For

sin of attributing to c=reatures

powers which they do not possess.

Here ~ wish the

learner

to know what he means by power.
Power l like gift of
be divided and sub-divided.

~

(see the preceding pa. -ge)1 can

The highest genus couldl- be qual-

i ty -- every power is a quality possessed by some be o1.ng.
While it is true that an utterly complete comprehens ion of
0

power would involve knowing that powers

~e

qualit1e-s l not sub-

stances l we ought not to enter into thatquestionl t>eecause of
the following principle:
Principle.

stop going up in the scale when

~ou

get out

of the field of religion and into some other field;

for exam-

ple l metaphysics -- unless the metaphysieal concept

is essen-

tial to a comprehension of the religiouBconcept.
b.

The Species. -- A species is a group possessing
characteristics that distinguish then from all
groups.

The distinguishing

characte~istic

istics are the specific difference.

or

common
~ther

c~aracter
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.'

I

Man is an animal which is rational.
are men.

All rational animals

Men may be white# yellow# black# etc., but these

differences are considered accidental, not

specifi~.

One who tests for comprehension n~td not always know
or attempt to determine -- whether a difference is specific or accidental# or whether what
erty.

~:

involved is a prop-

It is sufficient to know that the ,difference exists

and that it should be understood.
APPLICATION TO OUR PROBLEM
A sacrament is a visible sign of an interior grace
instituted by Christ.

This is the genus.

Baptism is a sacrament that gives our souls the new
life of sanctifying grace by which we become children of God

~

and heirs of heaven.
c.

The Properties. --

Prop~rties

are all those things which

the subject being defined must or invariably does have#
but which do not enter into the definition.
•
man has the gift of speech.

For example,

Under properties we may include the following:
1.

Powers or qualities which the thing has just because
it is what it is.

For example, because man is ration-

al, he is also immortal.

'

Under

qual~ties

.'
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we include things such as these, that

the thing Jtls good or bad, essential for us or not essential,

t~

be sought at any cost or to be disregard-

ed if we W:i::tsh, etc.
Sometimes ssuch qualities can be arrived at by a process of reassoning; sometimes we.accept them as revealed.
It is a faoct, for example, that the Eucharist is an
incredible

act of love.

by the Euctoharist.
complete

This is a quality possessed

To know that fact is part of a

c~mprehension

of what the Eucharist is.

The fact ttOhat the Eucharist is an incredible act of
love can bee deduced by a simple process of reasoning
from the deefinition of the Eucharist.
Testing

fo~

comprehension of this fact would be simple.

Does the leearner know that the Eucharist is an act of
love, does

he know where it ranks among acts of love?

The teachen- of religion wishes the learner to feer
and apprec:iate this fact or truth.
to measure
these are

It is not so easy

feeling, attitude, appreciation -- yet
n~ore

important than mere comprehension.

'
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Nonetheless comprehension is important, and comprehension is the thing we are concerned with in this thesis.
The fact that other things are more important should
not confuse the issue.
2.

The way or manner in which a thing is produced may be
included under properties.

For example, the theolog-

ical virtue of faith is that vi;tue by which we firmly
believe on God's authority whatever He has revealed.
This is the definition -- a definition giving us the
genus and species.

But we do not fully comprehend

the virtue of faith unless we know that (1) It can
be produced only by God, (2) It is a pure gift
something that can never be merited.
The use of the following interrogatives may be of

some~

value: who, what, where, with what helps or means, why,
how, when.

Omitting the I·what" which applies more to

genus and species, these questions, if we are thinking of sin, for example, would be: Who offends?

A

«

mere creature.

Who is offended?

.

The infinite God •

"

Where?

Only on earth -- there is no sin in heaven or

purgatory.

With what helps?

With the very powers

that God gave us for a good purpose -- while He

,

.'

supports us in existence.
Why?
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To satisfy some base desire.

How? -

Does not differ here from the three

but might differ in other
When?

~

preceding"

case~ •..
..

e7

~

While God is loving us and seeking

to help us.

Knowing how a thing is produced together wi't 'th knowing

•

what it is in itself very often gives us all that v'We need to
know about some concepts.

The way in which it is

8

accomplish-

ed may be of more importance to understand" perhaps s more difficult to understand.
To illustrate: The Redemption consisted in :a::.::t-estoring
what Adam lost by making adequate satisfaction 1'or

the offense.

But how was this done?

bature.

Oruy by God's taking human

Or"

again: Merit is a title toheaven" an increase of asanctifying
grace'" or an increase of glory in heaven.
merit?

O~ly

But how

by an act not sinful" by a 1'ree act"

Can one

tfb~

offered in some way to God, by an act performed in

...

an act

the state

of grace" and by an act performed on earth.
~

3. The effects which a thing produces may be i~~luded under
•

properties.

It is not uncommon" however"

to give us the species.

For example" most

fo~!>
~t

the effects
the sac-

raments are definedby giving their effects;; e.g. baptism is the sacrament that does so and so.

.'
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Here we may note in passing, certain suggested ways
of testing for such comprehension:
a.

Below are five things, four of which belong in a certain

.....

class and one of which does not belong in that class.
Write in the parenthesis the number of the thing that
should not be classified with the

b.

1. baptism

2. penance

4. matrimony

5. holy orders

~ther

four.

3. holy water
(-)

In the preceding test the learner was required to see
differences between things that look alike.

He may also

be required to see similarities between things that look
different.
Slander and robbery are similar because

c.

1.

they are both always mortal sins.

2.

they are both against the Seventh Commandment.

3.

they both require the offender to make reparation.

4.

• • • • • •

5.

• • • • • •

The testee may be required to supply a missing idea.
The following definition needs to be supplemented by one
of the words suggested after it.

Write the number of

this word in

.'

the parenthesis.
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A meritoriou&s act must not be sinful, free, offered to God,
performed on

d.

earth and

.....

1.

perf ormeoCi by one free from attachment to venial sin.

2.

performead.. while awake.

3.

performeod.. in the state of grace.

4.

• • • •

..

(

•

)

Analogies ma:-y be used.
Grace is to . the soul as (clothes, hair, shoes, food, life,
soul) is' to - the body.
The purpo se here of the preceding types is to see what

must be tested, :r.tot how to test it.
We shall :r.tow turn back to the foregoing chapters of this
",.

thesis in order -to determine to what extent the things which
authorities say . enter into comprehension have been provided
for in the prece.ding partial blueprint.

Things not provided

for shall be men-_tioned later.
~

1.

They say- that we must know, not only what the rule is,
but why

~t

works.

For example, it is a rule that an

act, to -be meritorious, must in some way be offered
to God.
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Why?
2.

See page 81, 2.

They say that one should know how certainly a thing is
true, that he should be

of hesitation, doubt,

awar~

sureness, etc., in his attitude toward the fact.
This is included.
3.

See page 79, 1.

'.

They say that one should perceive the common characteristic in various spectmens.

These ch8.l'acteristlcs" of

course, are the genus, the specific difference, the,
properties, the accidents.

This has therefore been

provided for.
4.

They say that we must be able to define the word.

Genus

and species take care of this.
5.

They say that we must be able to recognize the fact tgat
an illustration of the word is properly named by the
word.
This has been provided for, but we must keep this idea
i~mind

when framing tests.

taught what superstition is.

For example, we have
We then test by suggest-

ing various things, some of which are superstition·
and some of which are not.
6.

They say that we must recall different meanings in

different contexts.
meanings.

.'
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For exwmple, "graCE9" has several

So, likewise, has "bad".

The problem of the teacher is t? teach 1Che meanings
.~

that need to be known.

Another problem

is whether to

teach them together or at different timE9s.
"Virtue" means:
a.

an acquired moral virtue

b.

an infused theological or moral
thing acquired by constant

~ower

actio~,

-- not a

as a virtue

is.
Number 6 has been provided for.
7.

They say that one must be able to apply

the word to all

situations where it does apply.
For example, disrespect to parents is

s~ch

and such a

~

thing.
Is this disrespect?

Is that

disrespect~

This has been provided for by genus, sP E9 cies, etc.
8.

They~ay

that one must recognize the un2acceptability

of the word in places where it does not

apply.

Thfs

is covered under Number 7.
9.

They say that we should be able to see

~ause-and-effect

relationships.

~age

This is provided for.

82,3. tells
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.>
us that the effects which a thing produces may be
included under properties.
10.

They say that we must be able to draw inferences •

.....

This is provided for under several headings, and in
addition some attempt is made to state what kind of
inferences need to be drawn.
11.

Spearman speaks of the relation of attribution: e.g.,
goodness belongs to God.
This is provided for.

12.

OUr

See page 79, c, I.

problem is how far to push the relation of attri-

bution.

All sin, for example, is bad, but we do not

need to test for knowledge of that fact whenever we are
dealing with sin.

It is often more important to know

just what the sin is and just what is not that kind of
sin.
12.

Spearman speaks of the relation of identity.
This means, for example, that a man has the nature and
•
the rights of a man whether unborn, an infant, demented,
etc., or that water is water whether in liquid, gaseous,
or frozen form.
This is implicitly cared for under genus and speCies,
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but must be kept explicitly in mind.
13. Spearman speaks of the relation of time.
This is given on page 81,2. one of the interrogatives
"when tt provides this relatioft .....
The relation has a limited application in religion,

.
in teaching baptism, whether the coming in of sancti-

but should be kept in mind.

For example, we might ask,

fying grace happens before, or simultaneously with,
the going out of original sin.
14. Spearman's relations of space and conjunction apply
only to mathematics.
15. Spearman speaks of the relation of cause -- that one
thing is the cause of another.
thing is the effect of another.

Correlatively, one
This has been pro-

vided for in speaking of cause-and-effect relationShip.
16. Spearman speaks of the relation of objectivity.
4

This means that one who knows, feels, appreciates,
deSires, etc., perceives a relation between himself
and the thing known, felt, appreciated, desired, etc.
This has been provided for on page 79,and 80.

,
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~

17. Spearman speaks of the relation of constitution.
Baptism and Penance, for example, constitute the
sacraments of the dead.

This has been provided for

on page 79, where we read that
accidental qualities
.~
do not produce specific differences.
18. Spearman speaks of the relation of likeness (implic-

•

itly of its correlative unlikeness).

In what are two

things alike?
This has been provided for on page 78, b.

the

species, and on page 85,3. where we are told that we
should perceive common characteristics in various
species.
19. Spearman speaks of the relation of,evidence.
Cheating is evidence of deceit.
This has been provided for on page 82,3. where the
effects relation is treated.

This concludes Spearman's

relations.

,

COMPREHENSION OF CONTEXTS
What has been said up to this point pertains to the
comprehension of concepts (under which term we include definitions and statements of fact).
sion of extended passages.

There remains·the comprehen-

To comprehend such passages, one
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needs to comprehend the ind'ividual concepts.

.'

In addition,

according to the authors cited, one needs the following types
of comprehension:
1.

Comprehension of the main

.

..., or points.

poi.p.~

Wbatdoes

this passage show or prove?
2.

Comprehension of the facts that support the main point.
Why is the main point true (or ~ot true)?

3.

Comprehension of the relevancy or irrelevancy of the
facts or reasons alleged in support of the main point.

4.

Comprehension of cause-and-effect relationships.

Why
,

did or does the thing brought out as the main point
take place?
For exrumple, the unjust steward was condemned.

Why?

Let it be noted that, if the reason is given in the
passage, the reason is one of the main points.

If it

~

is not given, any attempt on the part of a test maker
to discover whether the reason is perceived would not
be directed toward testing comprehension of the passage in question, but rather comprehension of something
~

learned elsewhere.
5.

Ability to draw inferences.
This would appear to be chiefly -- perhaps exclusively ability to perceive the relation of evidence.

,
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.'

The Parable of the Prodigal Son proves that God is
merciful.
Fear of 13 as an unlucky number proves the existence
of silly and superstitious

.

id~S.flI,

...,

etc •

This concludes the summarization of the literature.
The next step is to construct a blueprint incorporating the
material here presented.

•

...
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.'

BLUEPRINT FOR CONSTRUC!rIBG A. TEST OF COJIPREBENSION

I.

II.

III.

Details

Example

The Genus (highest or
subaltern)

Fa~th

The Species or Specific
Difference

Faith is the virtue by
whidh we .firmly believe
all the truths God has
revealed.

is an infused
virtue

t~e~logical

Properties
1.

Powers

2.

Qualities

Sanctifying grace confers
the power to elicit a
meritorious act.

a.

Good" bad

The Mass is our best
prayer.
Sin is the only real evil.

b.

Desirable" undesirable

We should love our neighbor
as ourselves.
It is undesirable to delay
the baptism of an infant •
.,.

c.

Certain" Probable

All men must die.
Death may come suddenly.

d.

The efficient
cause (who makes
or does it)

The bishop anoints the forehead of those to be confirmed with chrism in the form

BLUEPRINT, continued
of a cross.

Holy chrism L s a mixtllre
of olive oil and balm,
ble,ss.ed
..., by thLe bishop •

The instrumental
cause

The fire used.. in a
holocaust

g.

The moral cause

one who persULades
another to a~ t

h.

The final cause
(the purpose)

The sacrament; of penance
was institutetd to forgive
the sins cOmrr1itted after
baptism.

The effects (the
relation of evidence)

Pride produc~s boasting;
therefore bOeLsting is an
evidence of ~ride.

f.

IV.

.

•

,

Accidents or Accident.al
Qualities
Sin may be'Ce>mmitted
Whft things not constituting specific
by thought, C>y·word,
difference 'are included? by deed, by e>mission.
Spearman's relation of
constitution.

v.

.'

The material
cause (out of
what is it made)

e.

3.
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Conditions or Attendant
Circumstances

..

BLUEPRINT, continued
1.

Where?

Unrepented mortal sin
will be punished in hell.

2.

When?

Our redemption was accomplished when Christ died on the
cross •

3.

How? (not'the
The martyrs suffered with
e£ficient, the instrujoy.
mental, nor the moral
cause, but"rather,
"with love, with hatred,
etc."

.

VI.
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••

Inferences (applicable only
in continued discourse)
1.

What is the main pOint?

2.

What are the supporting
details?

3.

Are the supporting
details relevant?

4.

What principles follow?

5.

To what cases do the
principles apply?

Any Gospel story may be
used.

.'
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